Project (11): SOA Student Case Study Challenge

Faculty: David Varodayan

The Society of Actuaries launched its first-ever, Student Case Study Challenge, which provides an opportunity for teams of students to apply their actuarial skills on a real world problem. Two teams of students from Illinois Actuarial Science Program competed in the Society of Actuaries 2016 Student Case Study Challenge. From the contest description: “Students will research a case study situation, conduct actuarial analysis, formulate solutions, and present recommendations. The work will require a team approach to identify issues and organize priorities. The team will need to understand and select from potential data sources, develop models with appropriate accuracy metrics, summarize relevant results, and then present recommendations in a written format.”

Faculty advisor: David Varodayan

Students:
   Anuskha Desai
   Jimmy Huang
   Xi Liu
   Zhixi Wang

Faculty advisors: Runhuan Feng, Shu Li

Students:
   Zhen (Jane) Qin
   Zhekai Pan
   Xinye Li